Teen Volunteer Program

Crocker Library
Searching for a Goal

- I was searching for an answer. I needed to find a common goal to unite this group of teens and pre-teens.

- One day a parent asked me if I had heard of a Zombie Walk.

- I began to do my research.

- This could work

- With just a couple of the older ones I held our first meeting.
Ownership

If I was going to get their full support, I was going to have to give them ownership.

I wanted them to respect and have pride in their actions.
Planning

• We gave them an office in the library
• They were asked to take notes on their meetings
• They meet Tuesday and Friday after school
• They signed in at the front desk
From this
They planned the food
They called the DJ and play list
They decorated
They made the flyers
They gave the flyers out at school
Working
To....Recognition from the Mayor